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Birth of the Symbol Penguin
With round-the-clock drugs, games, and eros parlors to entertain
them and virtual weather to sustain them, humans live inside a
global network of domed cities known collectively as "the
Enclosure." Having poisoned the biosphere, we've had to close
ourselves off from the Earth. The cities of the Enclosure are
scattered around the globe on the land and sea, and are connected
by a web of travel tubes, so no one needs to risk exposure. Health
Patrollers police the boundaries of the Enclosure to keep the
mutants and pollution out. Phoenix Marshall decodes satellite
images for a living. He has spent all 30 years of his life in
Oregon City, afloat on the Pacific Ocean. He busies himself with
work and various forms of recreation to keep boredom at bay. One
morning he opens his door to find Teeg Passio. Teeg is the same age
as Phoenix, but she's different; she's menacingly and enticingly
wild. She grew up on the outside. Her mother oversaw the recycling
of the old cities, and her father helped design the Enclosure. Teeg
works maintenance, which allows her to travel outside the walls.
When she introduces Phoenix to her crew, he is drawn into a high-
tech conspiracy that may threaten everything he understands. Are
humans really better off within the Enclosure? Is the Earth? Are
Health Patrollers keeping us safe or just keeping us in? Teeg
seduces Phoenix out of his orderly life, enlisting him in a secret,
political and sexual rebellion. Teeg and her co-conspirators, part
mystics, part tech-wizards, dream of a life embedded in nature.
Then one day, during a closely monitored repair mission on the
outside, a typhoon offers the rebels a chance to escape the
Enclosure and test their utopian dreams in the wilds.
Supernatural Entertainments Harvard University Press
Despite being sullied by frauds and dismissed by sceptics, the paranormal has exerted a strange
fascination over humankind for centuries. In Seriously strange, a group of nine intellectuals come
together to shed light on some of the most baffling experiences on record - psychical experiences.
Through these illuminating essays, they tell us how such extraordinary events can be decoded nad
interpreted to become the object of rigorous scientific study. the range is wide, from essays that
reveal how Freud and Jung engaged with the notion of the paranormal to a provacative and
humorous memoir of a physicist who spent over a decade running a secret psychic spying
programme for the US government druing the Cold Wa; from hearfelt accounts by practising
psychiatrists of the anomalies in their healing practice to a learned call for the renewal of
professional parapsychology in the light of Patanjali's Yoga Sutras. By telling their own stories and
exploring some of the implications of their work, these men and women map the mind-bending
geography of the human psyche and the spectum of experiences - love and death, desire and sex, hurt
and healing, myth and magic - that influence it.
The Modern Myths University of Chicago Press
How-and why- were UFOs so prevalent in both conspiracy theories and the New Age milieu
in the post-Cold War period? In this ground-breaking book, David G. Robertson argues that

UFOs symbolized an uncertainty about the boundaries between scientific knowledge and
other ways of validating knowledge, and thus became part of a shared vocabulary. Through
historical and ethnographic case studies of three prominent figures-novelist and abductee
Whitley Strieber; environmentalist and reptilian proponent David Icke; and David Wilcock,
alleged reincarnation of Edgar Cayce-the investigation reveals that millennial conspiracism
offers an explanation as to why the prophesied New Age failed to arrive-it was prevented
from arriving by malevolent, hidden others. Yet millennial conspiracism constructs a counter-
elite, a gnostic third party defined by their special knowledge. An overview of the
development of UFO subcultures from the perspective of religious studies, UFOs,
Conspiracy Theories and the New Age is an innovative application of discourse analysis to
the study of present day alternative religion.
Religion and Film Bloomsbury Publishing
Mutants and MysticsUniversity of Chicago Press
Terrarium Bellevue Literary Press
Between 1875 and 1947, a period bookended, respectively, by the founding of the Theosophical Society
and the death of notorious occultist celebrity Aleister Crowley, Britain experienced an unparalleled
efflorescence of engagement with unusual occult schema and supernatural phenomena such as astral
travel, ritual magic, and reincarnationism. Reflecting the signal array of responses by authors, artists,
actors, impresarios and popular entertainers to questions of esoteric spirituality and belief, this
interdisciplinary collection demonstrates the enormous interest in the occult during a time typically
associated with the rise of secularization and scientific innovation. The contributors describe how the
occult realm functions as a turbulent conceptual and affective space, shifting between poles of faith and
doubt, the sacrosanct and the profane, the endemic and the exotic, the forensic and the fetishistic. Here,
occultism emerges as a practice and epistemology that decisively shapes the literary enterprises of writers
such as Dion Fortune and Arthur Machen, artists such as Pamela Colman Smith, and revivalists such as
Rolf Gardiner
Esalen Oxford University Press, USA
Two of today's maverick authors on anomalous experience present a perception-altering and
intellectually thrilling analysis of why the paranormal is real, but radically different from what is
conventionally understood. Whitley Strieber (Communion) and Jeffrey J. Kripal (J. Newton
Rayzor professor of religion at Rice University) team up on this unprecedented and intellectually
vibrant new framing of inexplicable events and experiences. Rather than merely document the
anomalous, these authors--one the man who popularized alien abduction and the other a
renowned scholar and "renegade advocate for including the paranormal in religious studies" (The
New York Times)--deliver a fast-paced and exhilarating study of why the supernatural is neither
fantasy nor fiction but a vital and authentic aspect of life. Their suggestion? That all kinds of
"impossible" things, from extra-dimensional beings to bilocation to bumps in the night, are not
impossible at all: rather, they are a part of our natural world. But this natural world is
immeasurably more weird, more wonderful, and probably more populated than we have so far
imagined with our current categories and cultures, which are what really make these things seem
"impossible." The Super Natural considers that the natural world is actually a "super natural
world"--and all we have to do to see this is to change the lenses through which we are looking at it
and the languages through which we are presently limiting it. In short: The extraordinary exists if
we know how to look at and think about it.
Spatterlight Press
"Account of how comic book heroes have helped their creators and fans alike explore and express a wealth of
paranormal experiences ignored by mainstream science. Delving deeply into the work of major figures in the
field--from Jack Kirby's cosmic superhero sagas and Philip K. Dick's futuristic head-trips to Alan Moore's sex
magic and Whitley Strieber's communion with visitors--Kripal shows how creators turned to science fiction to
convey the reality of the inexplicable and the paranormal they experienced in their lives. Expanded consciousness
found its language in the metaphors of sci-fi--incredible powers, unprecedented mutations, time-loops and vast
intergalactic intelligences--and the deeper influences of mythology and religion that these in turn drew from; the
wildly creative work that followed caught the imaginations of millions. Moving deftly from Cold War science and

Fredric Wertham's anticomics crusade to gnostic revelation and alien abduction, Kripal spins out a hidden history
of American culture, rich with mythical themes and shot through with an awareness that there are other realities far
beyond our everyday understanding."--Jacket.
UFOs, Conspiracy Theories and the New Age Indiana University Press
“One of the most provocative new books of the year, and, for me, mindblowing.” —Michael Pollan,
author of The Omnivore's Dilemma and How to Change Your Mind “Kripal makes many sympathetic
points about the present spiritual state of America. . . . [He] continues to believe that spirituality and
science should not contradict each other.” —New York Times Book Review “Kripal prompts us to
reflect on our personal assumptions, as well as the shared assumptions that create and maintain our
institutions. . . . [His] work will likely become more and more relevant to more and more areas of inquiry
as the century unfolds. It may even open up a new space for Americans to reevaluate the personal and
cultural narratives they have inherited, and to imagine alternative futures.” —Los Angeles Review of
Books A “flip,” writes Jeffrey J. Kripal, is “a reversal of perspective,” “a new real,” often born of
an extreme, life-changing experience. The Flip is Kripal’s ambitious, visionary program for unifying the
sciences and the humanities to expand our minds, open our hearts, and negotiate a peaceful resolution to
the culture wars. Combining accounts of rationalists’ spiritual awakenings and consciousness
explorations by philosophers, neuroscientists, and mystics within a framework of the history of science
and religion, Kripal compellingly signals a path to mending our fractured world. Jeffrey J. Kripal holds
the J. Newton Rayzor Chair in Philosophy and Religious Thought at Rice University and is the associate
director of the Center for Theory and Research at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur, California. He has
previously taught at Harvard Divinity School and Westminster College and is the author of eight books,
including The Flip. He lives in Houston, Texas.
The Super Natural University of Chicago Press
Science fiction explores the wonderful, baffling and wildly entertaining aspects of a universe unimaginably old and
vast, and with a future even more immense. It reaches into that endless cosmos with the tools of rational
investigation and storytelling. At the core of both science and science fiction is the engaged human mind--a
consciousness that sees and feels and thinks and loves. But what is this mind, this aware and self-aware
consciousness that seems unlike anything else we experience? What makes consciousness the Hard Problem of
philosophy, still unsolved after millennia of probing? This book looks into the heart of this mystery - at the science
and philosophy of consciousness and at many inspiring fictional examples - and finds strange, challenging
answers. The book's content and entertaining style will appeal equally to science fiction enthusiasts and scholars,
including cognitive and neuroscientists, as well as philosophers of mind. It is a refreshing romp through the
science and science fiction of consciousness.
The Secret Life of Puppets University of Chicago Press
"Paul Hirsch's revelatory book opens the archives to show the complex relationships between comic books and
American foreign relations in the mid-twentieth century. Scourged and repressed on the one hand, yet co-opted
and deployed as propaganda on the other, violent, sexist comic books were both vital expressions of American
freedom and upsetting depictions of the American id. Hirsch draws on previously classified material and newly
available personal records to weave together the perspectives of government officials, comic-book publishers and
creators, and people in other countries who found themselves on the receiving end of American culture"--
Our Gods Wear Spandex Mutants and Mystics
In Supernatural Entertainments, Simone Natale vividly depicts spiritualism’s rise as a religious and
cultural phenomenon and explores its strong connection to the growth of the media entertainment
industry in the nineteenth century. He frames the spiritualist movement as part of a new commodity
culture that changed how public entertainments were produced and consumed. Starting with the story of
the Fox sisters, considered the first spiritualist mediums in history, Natale follows the trajectory of
spiritualism in Great Britain and the United States from its foundation in 1848 to the beginning of the
twentieth century. He demonstrates that spiritualist mediums and leaders adopted many of the
promotional strategies and spectacular techniques that were being developed for the broader
entertainment industry. Spiritualist mediums were indistinguishable from other professional performers,
as they had managers and agents, advertised in the press, and used spectacularism to draw audiences.
Addressing the overlap between spiritualism’s explosion and nineteenth-century show business, Natale
provides an archaeology of how the supernatural became a powerful force in the media and popular
culture of today.
Book of the Subgenius University of Chicago Press
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Scholar Jeffrey J. Kripal explores the life and teachings of Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, a 19th-
century Bengali saint who played a major role in the creation of modern Hinduism. The work is
now marked by both critical acclaim and cross-cultural controversy. In a substantial new Preface
to this second edition, Kripal answers his critics and addresses the controversy.
The Flip North Atlantic Books
In Trade and Romance, Michael Murrin examines the complex relations between the expansion of trade
in Asia and the production of heroic romance in Europe from the second half of the thirteenth century
through the late seventeenth century. He shows how these tales of romance, ostensibly meant for the
aristocracy, were important to the growing mercantile class as a way to gauge their own experiences in
traveling to and trading in these exotic locales. Murrin also looks at the role that growing knowledge of
geography played in the writing of the creative literature of the period, tracking how accurate, or
inaccurate, these writers were in depicting far-flung destinations, from Iran and the Caspian Sea all the
way to the Pacific. With reference to an impressive range of major works in several languages—including
the works of Marco Polo, Geoffrey Chaucer, Matteo Maria Boiardo, Luís de Cam�es, Fern�o
Mendes Pinto, Edmund Spenser, John Milton, and more—Murrin tracks numerous accounts by traders
and merchants through the literature, first on the Silk Road, beginning in the mid-thirteenth century;
then on the water route to India, Japan, and China via the Cape of Good Hope; and, finally, the overland
route through Siberia to Beijing. All of these routes, originally used to exchange commodities, quickly
became paths to knowledge as well, enabling information to pass, if sometimes vaguely and
intermittently, between Europe and the Far East. These new tales of distant shores fired the imagination of
Europe and made their way, with surprising accuracy, as Murrin shows, into the poetry of the period.
The New Mutants Rowman & Littlefield
The fourth in a new series of graphic novels from Hugo Award-winning author Liu Cixin and Talos Press Ever
since she was a child, Yuanyuan always dreamed of blowing big bubbles. But her father worries about her
fascination—he wants Yuanyuan to be as responsible and devoted to a calling as her mother was. As an adult,
Yuanyuan creates a multimillion-dollar business out of the technology she developed for her doctoral thesis. But
she still dreams of blowing the biggest bubble she can. When his daughter uses her high-tech methods to blow a
bubble big enough to envelop a city, Yuanyuan’s father thinks back to the dreams he and Yuanyuan’s mother
chased when they were young. In the end, Yuanyuan’s bubbles bring her father’s dreams to life. The fourth of
sixteen new graphic novels from Liu Cixin and Talos Press, Yuanyuan's Bubbles is an epic tale of the future that all
science fiction fans will enjoy.
The Man from Mars John Wiley & Sons
This landmark study explores the principles that allow the future to affect the present, and the present to
affect the past, without causing paradox. It also deconstructs the powerful taboos that, for centuries, have
kept mainstream science from taking phenomena like retrocausation and precognition seriously.
Vishnu on Freud's Desk Penn State Press
Charles Fort was an American researcher from the early twentieth century who cataloged reports
of unexplained phenomena he found in newspapers and science journals. A minor bestseller with
a cult appeal, Fort's work was posthumously republished in the pulp science fiction magazine
Astounding Stories in 1934. His idiosyncratic books fascinated, scared, and entertained readers,
many of them authors and editors of science fiction. Fort's work prophesied the paranormal
mainstays of SF literature to come: UFOs, poltergeists, strange disappearances, cryptids, ancient
mysteries, unexplained natural phenomena, and everything in between. Science fiction authors
latched on to Fort's topics and hypotheses as perfect fodder for SF stories. Writers like Arthur C.
Clarke, Philip K. Dick, Robert Heinlein, H.P. Lovecraft, and others are examined in this
exploration of Fortean science fiction--a genre that borrows from the reports and ideas of Fort
and others who saw the possible science-fictional nature of our reality.
Time Loops Princeton University Press
Most scholars dismiss research into the paranormal as pseudoscience, a frivolous pursuit for the paranoid
or gullible. Even historians of religion, whose work naturally attends to events beyond the realm of
empirical science, have shown scant interest in the subject. But the history of psychical phenomena,
Jeffrey J. Kripal contends, is an untapped source of insight into the sacred and by tracing that history
through the last two centuries of Western thought we can see its potential centrality to the critical study of
religion. Kripal grounds his study in the work of four major figures in the history of paranormal research:
psychical researcher Frederic Myers; writer and humorist Charles Fort; astronomer, computer scientist,
and ufologist Jacques Vallee; and philosopher and sociologist Bertrand Méheust. Through incisive
analyses of these thinkers, Kripal ushers the reader into a beguiling world somewhere between fact,
fiction, and fraud. The cultural history of telepathy, teleportation, and UFOs; a ghostly love story; the
occult dimensions of science fiction; cold war psychic espionage; galactic colonialism; and the intimate
relationship between consciousness and culture all come together in Authors of the Impossible, a
dazzling and profound look at how the paranormal bridges the sacred and the scientific.
Seriously Strange Wipf and Stock Publishers
An exploration of the emergence of a new psychedelic spirituality in the work of Philip K. Dick,
Terence McKenna, and Robert Anton Wilson. A study of the spiritual provocations to be found
in the work of Philip K. Dick, Terence McKenna, and Robert Anton Wilson, High Weirdness
charts the emergence of a new psychedelic spirituality that arose from the American

counterculture of the 1970s. These three authors changed the way millions of readers thought,
dreamed, and experienced reality—but how did their writings reflect, as well as shape, the seismic
cultural shifts taking place in America? In High Weirdness, Erik Davis—America's leading scholar
of high strangeness—examines the published and unpublished writings of these vital, iconoclastic
thinkers, as well as their own life-changing mystical experiences. Davis explores the complex
lattice of the strange that flowed through America's West Coast at a time of radical technological,
political, and social upheaval to present a new theory of the weird as a viable mode for a renewed
engagement with reality.
Alchemy and Mysticism NYU Press
Sometimes a book goes too far. Sometimes is... now. First, there was The Gilgamesh. Then... the
Bhagavad-Gita Then... the Torah, the New Testament, the Koran Then... the Book of Mormon,
Dianetics, I'm OK You're OK. And now...The Book of the Subgenius (How to Prosper in the
Coming Weird Times)
The Church of Scientology University of Chicago Press
Now in paperback, the rollicking, critically acclaimed true story of the legendary writer and editor who ruled over
America's sci-fi, fantasy, and supernatural pulp journals in the mid-twentieth century: Ray Palmer. “Palmer
could not have asked for a more sympathetic chronicler, or a better one, than Fred Nadis. His prose and his
pronouncements are everything Palmer’s practically never were: restrained, nuanced, intelligently considered.
Nadis has a great story, and he relates it exquisitely.” —Jerome Clark, Fortean Times “Fred Nadis’s insightful
biography demonstrates that Palmer is significant as well as intriguing.” —The Washington Post “One of
science fiction’s greatest gadflies gets his due in this lively and entertaining biography.” —Publishers Weekly
“Lucidly written and unfailingly lively, The Man from Mars is a biography worthy of its subject.” —Fate
magazine
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